I N F O R M AT I O N

Essen, September 20, 2018

From the town hall to the school to the hospital:

Security Essen shows practical solutions for more security in public spaces
Four concrete scenarios invite experts to inform themselves on the spot
When the international security industry meets at the Security Essen from 25 to 28
September, public security plays a central role. Because the requirements are
becoming ever higher. Whether municipal administration buildings, schools or
even shops: Those responsible want to protect themselves and their customers in
the best possible way, but also discreetly at the same time. The "Public Security
Forum" special show with elaborately and realistically designed rooms
demonstrates how this works. Experts are invited to visit Messe Essen to find out
about practical and innovative solutions.
The special area is located directly in Hall 8 – prominently at the entrance of the
Security Essen. Four scenarios from the public space will be designed as
showrooms: the administration office of a town hall, the classroom of a school, a
hospital and a retail shop. Security solutions from a wide variety of trades show
how visitors and employees can be provided with a protected stay. In the town hall
scenario, for example, a video-monitored entrance provides control. The data is
transmitted to a control centre. Visitors also see the alarm system, which is
available to employees in emergencies. Controlled access to the office is via an
access control system. A new lock solution protects USB ports from unauthorized
access.
Technical solutions from Security Essen exhibitors will be installed in the rooms.
Visitors who are interested can thus talk directly to manufacturers at the trade fair.
Among others, the companies ONG-IT, Gehrke, Smart Light Solutions, EIZO and
Intenta will participate with their products. An open networking area around the
Public Security Forum provides space for communication and invites exchange. The
marketplace in the middle of the Forum will be the venue for specialist
presentations.
Further information at: www.security-essen.de.
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